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A Representative Organization?
Ibero-American Networks in
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Cooperation of the League of
Nations (1922-1939)
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How to choose the people who will coordinate the restructuring of science at an international level and promote intellectual exchange after the
First'World'War? World-renowned scientists whose popularity will "lead
by example" , great academic administrators familiar with institutional
issues or diplomats representing the great victorious powers to secure
political support? This is the question to be answered by the Secretariat
of the League of Nations in the autumn of 1921. The Assembly having endorsed the creation of an International Committee on Intellectual
Cooperation (ICIC), the task of the Japanese Under Secretary-General
Inazo Nitobe is to name the twelve most appropriate personalities.
In the context of a nascent League of Nations whose primary missions are focused on economic issues in a troubled Europe, intellectual
issues are not a priority. Yet, and the development of the first true cultural
diplomacy strategies in several states during the 1920s proves it, these
twelve appointments have an undeniable political character.
The purpose of this article, falling within the framework of our research
on the networks of intellectual cooperation (Grandjean 2018), is to conduct a study of the constitution of the ICIC by reversing the focus usually
consisting of commenting on the presence of a few famous personalities
(Albert Einstein, Marie Sklodowska Curie, Henri Bergson, etc.) to question the nomination process and to highlight the contribution of several
Ibero-American representatives. Without proposing an exhaustive inventory of all the publications that describe intellectual cooperation, it is
worth noting that most studies either adopt a very institutional approach
like Northedge (1953) or Pham (1,962) or focus on international issues,
as in Laqua (201,1,b) and Laqua (201,1,a).It is also not uncommon for the
Committee to be mentioned as a cultural actor in the biographies of its
members, without always describing its structure and work with precision. Moreover, and because of this vagueness, the Paris perspective is
often preferred to the Geneva viewpoint because of the archives of the
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International Institute of Intellectual Cooperation (IIIC), later founded
in the French capital to assist the ICIC in its work, and considered the
ancestor of UNESCO.l \With regard to Ibero-American personalities, this
sometimes implies a focus on the Spanish writer and diplomat Salvador de Madariaga and his involvement in the Institute.2 It should also
be noted that the various projects of the League concerning intellectual
cooperation and their relationship with the Iberic and Latin-American

world have already been well studied in Pernet (2007), Dumont (2008),
Dumont (2012), Roig-Sanz (20L3), Pernet (2014), Dumont (201.6) and
Roig-Sanz (201,6). However, the following pages do not âttempt to
embrace the question of international cultural relations regarding these
countries but to take the Committee on Intellectual Cooperation's microcosm as our ob;'ect and to question its representativeness.3 Here, the
challenge is to try to understand the appointment mechanism and in particular the notion of "national culture" that is often used to explain the
balance between national representatives within the ICIC.
In the following pages, it will be seen that the principle that governs
the appointment of these experts has two distinct periods. Foremost, the
initial appointment of the first twelve members in 1.922 is a kind of test
that does not show great diversity. It is only when it comes to replacing resigning members that the Secretariat and the more political bodies
of the League attempt to define a systematic renewal method implicitly
based on the influence of nations or groups of nations in other instances
of the institution.
\il/hile we may sometimes seek to explain the genesis of the Committee on Intellectual Cooperation by going back to the internationalist and
pacifist movements of the end of the nineteenth century, its creation in
the early 1920s has little to do with the great projects of "international
universities" or "parliament of intelligences" of the time. At the end of the
First'World !Var, the League of Nations is indeed a construction of a new
kind that differs very much from the Belle Époque conceptions that saw
the flowering of technical congresses and private associations (Grandjean
and Van Leeuwen 2019): in this new world order, the Member States centralize their negotiations in a single place that quite bypasses the previous
modes of organization. But while the League seeks to embrace all the
modalities of a global and peaceful coexistence, it remains an instrument
primanly designed to settle economic and political issues. The scientific
and intellectual questions are very secondarS and the already tight bookkeeping of the institution will never allow assignment of a significant
budget to intellectual cooperation.
But in the momentum of the first years, many are the voices that call
to think of international cooperation in all its forms and to integrate the
intellectual questions. Chaired by Miguel Gastâo da Cunha, representative of Brazil, the meeting of the Council of March 1,st, 1921, in Paris,
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of the report of QuiÉones de Le6n on this subject entitled
"Organization of intellectual work". In his report, the representative of

rakes note

Spain recalls that even though

the Covenant is silent on the relations of the l,eague to what may be
called voluntary associations of private character [. . .], from the general tone of the Covenant we infer that the League should exercise its
good offices in the interest of all international undertakings that will
contribute to the advancement of good will and mutual understanding among the nations.a

This notion of mutual understanding is a fundamental argument in
it is also clear-in the report and
subsequent discussions-that the League would prefer that this task continue to be the prerogative of private associations. In the course of the
debates, the project of setting up a highly formalized technical organization, like the International Labor Organization, is then gradually revised
ro prepare the establishment of an advisory committee. On September
8,1.921, the Fifth Commission of the Assembly is finally asked to take a
decision on the report by the French senâtor Léon Bourgeois proposing
the creation of the ICIC. C)n the proposal of the Chilean delegate Manuel Rivas Vicufia,the commission asks the Belgian Henri La Fontaine to
make a presentâtion on the question of intellectual work. Co-founder
of the Union of International Associations (UIA), this Nobel Peace Ptize
laureate is well placed to talk about it since he has been fighting for many
years with his colleague Paul Otlet for these issues to be taken into consideration (Rayward 2003), (Laqua 2009). Presenting how their Belgian
experiments can be a source of inspiration, he expresses "the ardent hope
that the League of Nations can build itself on existing foundations",s
implying that the UIA could become an official satellite of the League'
But rather than prepare for the creation of a very bureaucratic structure in Geneva or the integration of Belgian institutions, the ICIC adopted
with Bourgeois's report of autumn 192L will gradually be stabilized by
acquiring a permanent status but keeping its more deliberative rather
than executive nature. In fact, the Committee as such has above all the
merit of bringing together personalities from various horizons and sending a signal to the world of science and culture. However, it has never
had the means to go far beyond this relatively symbolic role since its missions have never been precisely defined and because its small size made
it a place whose continuity was very dependent on the personalities that
compose it. The name of the Committee itself is also a symbolic element
of this indecision. The difficulty of defining precisely what "intellectual
cooperation" is can be considered an element that prefigures the future
complications when it will come to agreeing on concrete actions to be
favor of intellectual cooperation, but
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specifies that the representative of Norway could be â woman, indicating that he already thinks about the candidature of the zoologist Kristine
Bonnevie, member of her national delegation to the League. It is obvious
that the selection of certain other countries in this list is also due to informal and convincing applications (Colombia, India, Norway or Czechoslovakia aren't prominent members during the first years of the League).
On the morning of January 1,4,1,922, the twelfth meeting of the six-

teenth session of the Council is not yet ready to make the appointments
as initially planned,s but Nitobe has already stârted to put nâmes on a list
that remains confidential.e This list will increase in the following months:
at the end of March, no less than fifty-eight names are communicated to
the Councill0 (they are followed by a dozen other late proposals). Since
this list serves as a basis not only for the composition of the ICIC of 1,922
(it already contains most of the members who will actually be appointed)
but will also later be a pool of candidates, it is worthwhile to look at the
representation of Ibero-American personalities within it.
Among them are Cecilio BâezrParaguayan professor of international

law and Rector of the University of Asunçion; the former Portuguese
Prime Minister Afonso Costa, director of the Faculty of law at the University of Lisbon; the Ambassador of Colombia in Bern, Francisco-José
Urrutia Olano, who will then sit at the Permanent Court of International
Justice; or the Brazilian law professor Francisco José de Oliveira Viana.
But not all of them are lawyers, as there are also representatives of the
sciences, like the Spanish professor of histology Santiago Ramôn y Cajal,
also president of the Junta para Ampliacion de Estudio; the engineer
Leonardo Torres y Quevedo, director of the Electrico-Mecanico laboratory of Madrid, the former director of the Museo Nacional of Buenos
Aires and the Argentinian Conseijo de Educacion Angel Gallardo or the
Brazilian Aloysio de Castro, director of the faculty of medicine of the
University of Rio de Janeiro. On the humanities side, Uruguayan Carlos
Yaz Fereha, philosophy lecturer at the University of Montevideo, and
Spanish philology professor Ram6n Menéndez Pidal are also listed.
Despite this inventory, Spanish-speaking and Portuguese-speaking personalities are largely underrepresented among the candidates. They represent only 1,4% of the list, while the founding members of the League
of Nations have seventeen Iberian and Latin American countries out of
forty-two (40%).11 However, at this point, it appears that if everyone
within the Secretariat agrees to consider that personal skills of a candidate qualify him more than his nationality, the wish to select leading
scientists is quickly overtaken by the very empirical constitution of this
list. Even if Léon Bourgeois declares a few months later, at the award
ceremony of his Nobel Peace Prize,tltat the ICIC is "a Committee composed of the most eminent scientists, the widest and highest intelligences"
(Haberman 1.972), the composition of the ICIC is mainly the product of
a bargain between the diplomats seating in the Council of the League.
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Moreover, as the definition of the ICIC is not clear for everyonc in
thc'se early years, the profiles are extremely cliversc. Then, the status of
their applications is quite variable: if sorne names are proposals or suggestions from third partics that do not engâge the person concerned,
others arc fonnalized applications, as this is the case for the French philosophcr Hcnri Bergson, who cxplicitly gives his approval to his Ministry

Affairs (ltenoliet 1999,23).lJut even if all the pcrsonalities
that appcar on this clocument arc not mentioned for the samc rcasons,
some having been registered following the prospects of the Secretariat
ancl others because they are parachuted by governments that see there
a goo<1 opportunity to take part of the dccisions on this matter, this list
is a flndamental tool for Inazo Nitobe. A dctailed analysis of these profilcs shows that beyond the twelve scientists appointed h 1922, ât lcast
thirteen others will participate in the work of the Comrnittee, of which
eight will do so very clirectly as members or substitutes (Grandjean 2018,
.539-.541). This list, even imperfect, is thereforc a reservoir, a rcsource
that will be mobilizcd by the Secretariat for scveral ycars.
But while the very unequal representation of nations in this list might
slrggest that the future ICIC itself will be composecl in the same way, it
mllst not be forgotten that the implicit rule of nâtional quotas (onc represcntative per coulltry) could, on the contrary, prcjudice countries with
a large number of canclidatcs competing with each other. We can therefore see this list as a testinony to the interest of nations in intellectual
cooperatiorl) more than an estimate of their immediate influence on the
açrprointment decision. The low proportion of Ibero-American candiclates
therefore seems to reflect above all thc moderate interest of intellectual
cooperation (or its ccntralization by the League) ir-r these circles. It also
indicates that nationals of thcse coLurtries have generally fewer relays in
Geneva and within the l,eagne than some of their colleagues. In the end,
the wicle variety of backgrounds ancl thc international reputation of a
small number of the candidates facilitate the decision of thc C'ouncil, as
Nitobe recalls some months after the appointment: "As the list contained
narnes very wcll-known in each country, there was littlc difficulty in the
Council making a choice".l2
On May 1Sth,1922, the Council holds at (leneva the seventh n'recting
of its eightecnth session under the presidency of Quiflones clc l-eôn and
adopts a new report by l,éon Bourgeois.13 In the wake, elcven people
are appointed to sit in the new ICIC, the Clouncil keeping the possibility
to appoint a twelfth thereafter, in order to l"rave some tirne to evaluate
a North American candidacy.la Among the Ibcro-Amcrican candidates,
Aloysio de Castro and Leonardo Tcrrrcs y Quevedo have been selectecl.
The Brazilian and the Spanish will sit at the same table as the FrenchPolish chernist Marie Sklodowska Curie, the Belgian Minister Jules Destrée, the German physicist Albert Einstein, the Italian senator Francesco
Ruffini, the British philologist Gilbert Murray, the Swiss çrrofessor of
<rf Foreign
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literature Gonzague de Reynold, the Norwegian zoologist Kristine Bonnevie, the Indian economist Debendra Nath Bannerjea and of course the
French Henri Bergson, who will become a few months later the first president of the Committee.
The American astronomer George Ellery Hale is finally appointed,
after having initially refused for health reasons.l'5 But it is his compatriot Robert Andrew Millikan, who already assists him during the first
session of the ICIC, who will definitively take his place at the autumn
!922.16 The nomination of the other representative of a non-member
nation is also not without difficulties: Albert Einstein, after agreeing on
May 30,17 announces on July 4 that he is reconsidering his decision.ls
Panic seizes the Secretariat, as the officers rely on a personality like the
German scientist to guarantee a certain visibility to the Committee. On
Bergson's advice, the under-secretary general, Bernardo Attolico, writes
to Einstein to urge him to reconsider his judgment, which will surely
cause "a deep disappointment" to the members and the public.le A few
days and telegrams later, it becomes clear that Einstein gave up because
"the assassination of the minister [Walther] Rathenau, of which he was a
personal friend, saddens him so much that he prefers to refrain now from
any political action".20 Fortunately, on July 28, a telegram from the director of the League of Nations Information Section Pierre Comert inform
the Secretariât that "our friend withdraws his resignation and promises
full cooperation [. . .]".21 The German physicist will use his right to withdraw from the ICIC again a few years later, before returning once more
(\Vonsch 2004).

The Formalization of the Renewal Mechanism and the
Notion of "Culture": A Challenge for Small Nations
The principle of a committee standing above political stakes and bringing
together experts selected for their own personal scientific achievements,

in order to pursue the ceaseless quest for a body where all cultures,
nationalities, disciplines and academic organizations are represented, is
one of the greatest paradoxes of the International Committee on Intellectual Cooperation. Immediately, Nitobe recognizes that this intention
does not resist the international functioning of the great machine that is
the League of Nations: "In the nomination of members, nationality was
to be ignored in principle, and only the personal merits of individual candidates were to count. Such an ideal principle of appointment was hard
to follow".22

And this tension is not only a transfer of the global issues that are
being expressed in the Assembly or a consequence of the complex representâtiveness of the secretariat (Dykmann 2015)(Gram-Skjoldager and
Ikonomou 20'!,7), but it takes a particular forrn within the framework of
the Section of International Bureaux since relatively different conceptions
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of the notion of "intellectual cooperation" exist accorcling to whcthcr
one has a F'rench, Belgian, Scandinavian or Anglo-Saxon view (Saikawa
2074).ln the fall of 1.923,the ICIC, aware of this problem, tries to clarify
its own rcprcsentativity principlc: "it is clesirabl" [. . .l for the Comrnittee
to includc, as far as possible, representatives of the principal branches of
intellectual activity arrd at the same time rcpresentatives' not of nationalities, but of the principal cultural groups."23 While this notion of "culture" or "cultural groul'r" may seem obscure or very reductive today, it is
perfectly in tune with the context of the League of Nations at the tirne.
Already in the 1920s, but even more after the Second'World'S7ar, the
institution (and the ICIC with it) is often analyzed as a place of opposition between Latin and Germanic (or Anglo-Saxon) cultures.2a Intellectual cooperation is also often considered to be monopolized by the Latins,
and in particular by France since the creation of the IIIC in Paris in 1'926.
However, even if the Comrnittee does have a majority of representatives
of the very large Latin cultural group during the 1920s' this trend sub-

sequently diminished in the t930s (Grancljean 201'8, 295). And to use
this criterion implies that there is some kind of unity among the nations
concerned, which is anything but obvious. Morcover' hiding behind these
so-callecl "cultural groups" to justify the cornposition of the ICICI is hard
to defend sincc three-quarters of its first members come from'Western
Ë,uropc.'With the exception of a Brazilian, an American and an Indian
(Bannerjea works, however, in Gerrnany), all the personalities summoned
tn 1922 come from a region that represents only a sn-rall proportion of
the worlcl's population. This distribution is not surprising compared to
the main centers of scientific activity of the early twentieth century; it
reflects the lack of diversity of the members of the Council.
Less than a year after the appointmertt of the Con-rmittee, the question
of representation becomes atr internal policy issue since the Assembly of
the League is seized by "legitirnate reqtlests formulated by the Romauian,
Serbian-Clroat-Slovene ancl Czechoslovakian, Spanish-speaking Americans, Asians, as well as Irish and F-inno-Ugric clelegates",25 questioning
the diversity of the ICIC and proposing to include representatives of
nations or groups concerned. f'he intense debates of the Fifth Cornmission of the Assernbly on this subject do not lead to concrete measuresintegrating the representatives of all the States wishing to participate is not
realistic-but shows the growing interest of nations hitherto neglected.26
Yet this concern for cultural diversity and its expression at the Assembly
is cornplex. Indeed, these delegates offer thc representâtives of the "old
nations"2T an ârgument that coulcl be turned against them since they have
spontaneously gathered togethcr by region or language group to submit
their resolution. Dc facto, one could consider that if a "spanish-speaking
Arnerican" personality sits in the ICIC, more than a half of the continent
could be considered represented if it is agreed that it forms a single "cul-

tural group".
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An increase in the number of members seems anyway inevitable to
allow better representation, to organize rotations within these more or
less defined groups. This extension is already perceived as a victory. In
an exalted speech, the Romanian writer Elena Vàcàrescu welcomes this
decision while positioning herself as the spokesperson of South America,
Asia and Eastern Europe. She is joined by the Venezuelan delegate, the
historian and diplomat Caracciolo Parra-Perez,who recalls "the growing
interest that several [Spanish-speaking American] countries have for the
development of intellectual relations between peoples".28 As the discussion continues, the Portuguese delegate Joâo Pinheiro Chagas, diplomat
and journalist, puts more particularly the emphasis on the principle of
representation and confesses bitterly "to be a little surprised to have to
note that the question of whether a State has a culture enabling it to be
included in an intellectual committee depends on a more or less benevolent judgment of the Council".2e
However, increasing the representativeness of the Committee without
jeopardizing its fragile budget is a project made all the more difficult as
ffavel is a cost item proportionâl to the remoteness of the countries con'Westcerned. And they are naturally far away since the main countries of
ern Europe are aheady represented in the ICIC. This budgetary issue is
of great concern to the Secretariat, and several extra-European appointments will be discussed in financial terms. The discussion concerning
the integration of a Chinese representative in 1.926 is a good example:
"the nomination of a Chinese member in the ICIC would be possible if
the Chinese government refrained from inciting other countries to make the
same demands at the Assembly".30 For some time, therefore' the lack of
representativeness is reduced by the appointment of "correspondents",
who attend the meetings without being paid by the League.
But that same sulnmer 1.924, the ICIC already gathers fourteen members. It turns out that the unexpected return of Albert Einstein, whose
seat has meanwhile been assigned to his former Dutch professor Hendrik
Lorentz, pushes the Council to reintegrate him without waiting for the
departure of another member. Inspired by this example, the delegate of
Uruguay asks the Council to appoint a representative of the Spanishspeaking American nations (Brazil and Spain are aheady represented): on
June 16, Leopoldo Lugones, editor of La Naciôn (Buenos Aires) and professor of aesthetics at the National University of I.a Plata, is appointed by

the Council, bringing to three the number of lbero-American personalities (see Figure 4.1).
Gradually, this very subjective functioning is adopted, and the first
renewals show that it becomes obvious that the Council tries to maintain
a certain balance: when a member resigns, he is replace dby a national of
the same country or of a neighboring country. This is the case when preparing the succession of Torres y Quevedo in 1.926: the Spanish ambassador Quifrones de Leôn takes the lead and insists on being replaced by
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Second, it high-
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fully integrated by the diplomats who renew members.
lights the existence of a two-tier system between nations having a fixed
seat and those that share one: the inflexibility of the main European
powers forces the ICIC to grow rather than replace {rom time to time a
French, British, Italian, German or Spanish representative with â personality from a less involved country.
All this contributes to the establishment of a certain "rhythm" for the
Committee that leaves its temporary status in the summer of 1,926 to
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rl Committee on Intellectual Cooperation
ighting the Ibero-American Personalities

on of the Spanish intellectuality"3l
ng for two reasons: first, it explic, whether for the representation of

s", or "spanish intellectuality",

is

become a permanent body of the League of Nations.32'ù(lith this stabilization, the term of office is officially fixed at five years (it was not fixed as
long as the Committee was temporary).33
The ICIC is increased a few months later to fifteen members, integrâting the Japanese physicist Aikitu Tanakadate, emeritus of the University
of Tokyo (nominated in December L926 but seated for the first time at
the next session in July 19221.t+ Viscount Ishii, Japanese representative in
the Council, explicitly stipulates on this occasion that this candidature is
justified by the withdrawal of Inazo Nitobe from his position of director
of the Section.3s This new increase, forced by an influential member of
the Council, is the last one to proceed in such an unexpected way: at the
beginning of the 1930s, the Committee profoundly reforms its organization as well as that of the Paris Institute. Enacted on September 9,L930,
on the basis of a recommendation of the twelfth session of the ICIC,36 a
new system states that one-third of the Committee must be replaced each
year. This de facto reduces the term of office of the members to three
years and forces many long-standing members to leave. The number of
members is increased to eighteen in 1934, a figure that will now vary only
in 1,937 to reach nineteen members. Figure 4.1 makes the acceleration
of the renewal of the ICIC very visible since 1931: the increase in the
number of new arrivals generally varies between three and six per year,
whereas it was instead between one and two during the 1920s. This visualization of the mandates' duration also makes visible the generally stable

representation of Ibero-American members (in black on Figure 4'1' see
also Figure 4.2).k also shows that the year L930 is a real turning point in
terms of the representation of the concerned countries. Indeed, while the
1920s still see two or three terms overlap, the arrival of the Columbian
journalist and ambassador Baldomero Sanin Cano and the Spanish law
professor José Castille jo in 1931. happens as all their Ibero-American colleagues leave, creating a steep transition for this "cultural group".
While the Brazilian Aloysio de Castro demonstrates a long-standing
commitment to the ICIC, since he remains there for the entire decade,
his early Spanish colleague Leonardo Torres y Quevedo is replaced in
1,926 by Jûlio Casares, a journalist and lexicographer who is a member of
the Spanish delegation to the League and had afueady replaced him during the last three years. The third seat creâted for the Spanish-speaking
Americans in 1.924 is filled again after the departure of the Argentinian
Leopoldo Lugones by the Peruvian senâtor and professor of sociology
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âppointed members. Based on the minutes of the twenty-one sessions,
which accurately describe participants' attendance
ubr.rr..r. ri*,rr. +.t

"nd
confronts this data with a reality that quick statistical
,rua.rio "oi
generally take into account: the repeated absence oi r"-"-À"Àbers con_
siderably modifies the balance and almosr nullifies tt. .o"li,rrion based
on rhe official presence of the experts. As trying ,o u"a.rrirrrJ the cornposition of the ICIC also means highlighting the "minor,' participanrs
of these sessions (the many substitutes, secreraries, delegates'of national
commissions or other institutions), taking the aften"clance rate into
account gives very useful quantitative information to qualifv the invest_
ment of each one, if not in the global work of intellectual cooperation, at
least in these annual sessions that can be considered the backtone.
To sit_ for many years does not always mean to be actually present
during the sessions: among the twelve personalities who b.nefit fromandate covering ten sessions or more, only five concretely pârticipate"
at least ten time. In terms of actual attendance, there is inaË"a a rwospeed committee, between the members who attend almost all the sessions for which they are elected and those who are absent most of the
tirne. Among the first absenrees, Albert Einstein is particularly exemplary

since-if we exclude the two

sessions

of

1,923 consecutive

to his tempo-

rary resignation-he takes part only in one our of two sessions until his
definitive resignation tn 1,932. It is, however, George Hale,s subsrirute,
Robert A. Millikan, who appears to be the most absent cluring the firsi
decade of the ICIC since he only attended a quarrer of th. sessions. The
representation of the united states of America is all the more diminished
in the committee, as the compatriot replacing Millikan in1933,the professor of history at columbia university James T. shotwell, is no more
assiduous since he only attends two sessions out of seven until 1939. rs
this the sign of a lack of interest or material and temporal constraints?
\x/hile it is rrue that it is easier for the swiss Gonzague de Reynold to
attend sessions in Geneva or Paris than for a South American or Asian
scientist, our analysis shows no conclusive correlation between distance
and.absenteeism (personalities living in India or
Japan are very presenr,
for instance). This observation should remind ur-t["t the nationality oi
a scientific or diplomatic personaliry participating in the works of the
League of Nations is only a very vague indicator of the real distance they
travel to join the sessions: many of them are attached to European universities or an embassy near Geneva.
unlike those who are rarely present, others are active participants,
such as the philologist Jrllio casares (Madrid) who, because he is part
of the spanish diplomatic delegation to the League, replaces his feflow
l'eonardo Torres y Quevedo four times before sitting himself for the next

five sessions, without any absence.
Overall, the increase in the number of members, from a minimum of
twelve to a maximum of nineteen, does not change the total attendance
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rate at ICIC sessions. It usually varies between 607" and 80"Â,with two
occurrences below the 50% mark: the fifth session, "convened fairly
quickly"3T in May L925, where only six out of fourteen members are
present, and the twentieth session in July 1938, where seven out of seventeen members actually sit. On this occasion, president Gilbert Murray
wonders if he shouldn't rejoice in this situation "since it allows the Committee to enter into relations with other remârkable personalities who
replace them".38

And in terms of absenteeism, how are lbero-American members performing? Here, taking these nationalities as a category only makes sense
in a study of their international networks and in relation to the assumption that they represent a "cultural group" in the sense of the 1920s. It
is therefore not a question of comparing their representation to that
of other national or groups (since the coherence of the Spanish- and
Portuguese-speaking group is very relative, and defining these other
groups is also ambiguous) but rather of comparing its evolution in time.
The first of the curves of Figure 4.2 indicates, session after session,
the proportion of these personalities appointed to the ICIC. This is a
theoretical value that tells us about the official balance and the place
left to the representation of Ibero-American nations. If the evolution
is relatively stable over time (between two and three representatives,
exceptionally four in 1.939), there is an obvious disparity between the
nations since Spain is systematically represented in the Committee from
1,922 to 1938. The remaining one or two seats go to representatives of
Latin America until the appointment of the Portuguese Jtilio Dantas
1n 1.934 (during the next five years, the Iberians are more numerous
than the Latin Americans). In fact, Spanish-speaking experts are still
largely in the majority even though there are officially only three sessions without Portuguese-speaking experts (the latter having a higher
rate of absenteeism).
The second curve of Figure 4.2 completes the first one since it takes
the absences into account, in proportion to the real presence of all ICIC
official members. As a result, on râre occasions (the second and sixteenth
sessions, in particular) the actual proportion of lbero-Americans exceeds
the theoretical proportion due to the absence of many other members of
the Committee. But, on average, these representatives are less present in
person than their colleagues. The graphs also state that at the fifth session
(1925), no lbero-American experts were present.
The third curve of Figure 4.2 covers all the people attending the Committee's sessions, including substitutes, international civil servants and
invited experts of diplomats. If their presence is significant enough in the
second half of the 1930s, it is clear that lbero-American are very largely
underrepresented, especially among the auxiliary actors that will be the
focus of the following paragraphs.
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situation "since it allows the Com:her remarkable Personalities who

In the shadow of scientific and political figures, whose brilliance is never
forgotten in the written history of the institution, hides a population at
least three times more numerous: the substitutes, secretaries and delegates
from third-party institutions. And their importance is all the more crucial
for the ICIC, as they-in addition to ensuring the link with the other bodies of the League of Nations and beyond-are sometimes the guarantors
of the continuity of the work and spirit of intellectual cooperation. These
personalities are anything but "secondary characters".
Even if their names are rarely recalled in this context, it is of course
among the international civil servants of the Secretariat of the League
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Participants

that we finds the individuals who concretely "make" the intellectual
cooperation on a daily basis, a statement corroborated by a systematic

analysis of the archives of the Committee (Grandjean 201'7,389-390). To
these memlrers of the Secretariat are added representâtives of the International Labor Office, experts convened to deal with technical questions
or the direction of the Paris IIIC after its creation. But if we concentrate
on Spanish and Portuguese-speaking personalities, who are not widely
represented among these categories of international civil servants, two
main groups emerge. In the first place, the substitutes are the most important group since the absences of certain members makes it necessary to
ask many colleagues or diplomats to serve temporarily. Then there are
the delegates of the "national committees" of intellectual cooperation
(NCICs), structures created by the national academies or universities in
the most active countries at the request of the ICIC. They serve as local
relays and, from time to time and especially from t933,are solicited by
the League and invited to pârticipate in the plenary sessions. It often happens that the most prominent personalities o{ these national committees
are also those that the titular members choose to replace them.
The Venezuelan diplomat Alberto Zêrega Fombona, professor in Caracas and Paris, is the first to replace an lbero-American member of the

Committee when he participâtes as Castro's substitute in 1923. He's
followed by the Uruguayan writer Juan Antonio Buero, delegate to the
PanAmerican conference in Santiago de Chili in 1923 and senator, who
replaces Lugones in 1.925. Replacing Castro in 1.926, the Brazilian diplomat Elizeu de Montarroyos will also participâte to the works of the ICIC
ln1934 and 1938 as a delegate from the Brazilian NCIC. The same year,
Lugones is replaced by the Argentinian vice-consul in Geneva Alejandro
Unsain and the next year by the Ecuadorian writer and ambassador in
Paris Gonzalo Zaldumbide, who will come back twice in 1,934 and 1935

from his state. In 1.927,the Brazilian senator and engineer
Paulo de Frontin, director of the Polytechnic school of Rio de Janeiro,
sit as substitutes for Castro. This latter is replaced two yeârs later by
as a delegate
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-/ of the 212 Participants in ICIC Meetings Between 1922
4.3 Network
and 1,939.

a myriad of poorly connected people in the margins: more than half of
the people who participated attended only one session (58%). And while
the majority of them are delegates of national committees or occasional
substitutes, there are still about ten ICIC members among them.

The structure of the network naturally depends very much on the
temporality of the Committee: as most members, experts or secretaries
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very distant relations. His place in the graph is therefore similar to that of
\Waldo Leland, who replaces Robert A. Millikan
the American historian

in1923 to return only in 1935,1,937 and 1938 to replace the political

scientist James T. Shotwell.

Conclusion: The Late Rise of the Latin American Countries
The active and long-term involvement of experts such as Aloysio de Castro, Jrilio Casares or José Castillejo, however, does not allow us to conclude that the lbero-American world has been globally represented in a
satisfactory way in the International Committee on Intellectual Cooperation. If, in terms of numbers, Spanish-speaking and Portuguese-speaking
personalities often match the Italian, Asian or Scandinavian representa-

tives, they never occupy official positions (presidency, vice-presidency,
responsibility for a sub-committee) and are rarcly among those who
actively pârticipate in the sessions and structure the debates, unlike the
French and English, who are constantly overrepresented and greatly benefit from their popularity as leading scientific and political figures.
But the under-representation of lbero-American experts in the ICIC

is counterbalanced by a third period, which follows the two distinct
moments that we have described in these pages (the setting up and then
the enlargement of the Committee): the post-League of Nations period.
lflhile the League suffers from its repeated diplomatic failures in the
course of the 1930s, the actors of intellectual cooperation gradually seek
to preserve their achievements, in particular by conferring to the Parisian

IIIC an increased autonomy that would allow it to continue its activity
if the states all withdrew from Geneva. In July 1937, a large meeting of
National Committees, ICIC and IIIC directors therefore validates "the
study of an intergovernmental agreement [. . .] whose purpose would
be to offer other governments interested in intellectual cooperation the
possibility of associating themselves with the commitments made by the
French Government".a0 Clearly, it is therefore a question of bypassing the
League of Nations, still the place where the States are supposed to meet,
so that they sign without its intermediary an international act guaranteeing an independent financing of the IIIC. Elizeu Montarroyos, who is
close to the ICIC since he participated in three sessions and is the Brazilian delegate to the IIIC, proclaims during this meeting that "it is [. . .] a
marriage, a union of Intellectual cooperation with the Governments".4l
Despite the appearance of a "coup from the base against the Secretariat"
(Renoliet 1,999), the Assembly of the League validates this proposal and
therefore convenes a diplomatic conference to be held the following year
at the Quai d'Orsay in Paris.
In December, forty-five nations take part in the diplomatic conference
by delegating a plenipotentiary,az but the composition of this new coalition is very different from the balance that prevailed in the ICIC. \il/estern
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l',uropr.l only rcpr.:sents â (llrrlrt()r'oJ thc pill'ticiplllt.s (wltercrs jn tltr'stlrnt:
it ltolr.ls rttor..'tlrrrrr 40%, ol:tltc stltts irr tlrc IOIO).'T'lrc larg;cst crirr.
tirro,crrl r>f tlris cliplorrr.rl.itr corrltclcnct' corr]cs 1:r"orrr Letin Arncric:r (oni:tlrirtl), rlcspitc rurrl perhrrps itt rcitclierr tti?. .t[c vc'11, {1;ll' rcl)r()scrttilti()ll
o1'tlris c()r)tinenI in thc l(]l(, ((,"1, it l9.3li). Witlr Ai'11crr1irta, l]r:rrzil, Ohilc,

ycrtr

(,olorrrlrirr, Oostrr l{ii'rr, (irrba, thc l)orrrirtir:rtrr l{cpulrlit:, licuatLrr; (irra{crnirlrr, IIlriti, Mcrit:<i, l)inlurr:r, l)ru'ag.uny. Pcnr, tJt:rrJluay ,tn,l Vt'nczrrt:llr, 1.lris [.irtirr r\rrrt:r'ir:arr clclcq:rtion shows âil in(]r('i'lsc irr thc tlivrl:sity <tf
lictors intclrcstctl ir irrtcllccl.ual cool'rclltl.ion ilt â tinrc wltcrc scvcr,rl irr,rjr,r'
l'luropcarr p()w('l's ert: rlivcstine llrcrrrsclvcs (rrotc that Sp:rirr :rrrrl Portug,al
ârr) l)rcscnt at tlrc tliplonrllic t:orrfcrcrrcc). Antl, for thc first linrc, e l,rrtirr

Arrrcricrtrr h,rs irn offi.:ia] r:t's1'rorrsilrility: thc l)cr"r.rviatt lit"artr:ist:o (l;rr"c:ia()llrlcr(in is onc oi t.l'rt: lirur vicc-prcsitlcnts oi thc c()11lrcr:c1r(:ù.'11
()n l)cccrnlrr:r 3rrl, lc)3|i, lcss thirrr half of thc Statcs sirlnctl tht: Act.
,É\nrong tlrc twc:rrty-<)llc rliltiorrs r:car.ly Io rclruiltI the lllO, lirancc is l:irrally
thc only major \Wcslcl'n powcr to L-ar:r:y thc 1'rt"ojccl, alolrgsitlc Ohin:r,
Spair, thc Ncthcrliln.ls, Switzcrlantl, Poltul4:rl, ll3,ypt" Polantl Itonr;rrri;r.
Morrirc<l arirl tclr l,atirr Arut:ricin Statt:s: Argcrrtinl, lirrrzil, Olrilc, Ouba,
thc l)onrirricrrn l{cpublic, licriatlor, l)rrrrrp,;uly, l)cru, Urugury rtnrl Vcnczut'la. And yct tlrcy lnust r'âtify tlic rrct, a 1-rroccrlttrc whosc tlurirtion v;rlics
g,r'crrtly frorlr onc Strtc to attotht:r. ()n M;ry lst, 19.19, tltirty-scvcn stntcs
signcd thc' ect, but clcvcn oi thi:rrr--irrcltrclinl4 Portugal rr11(l M('\ic()-;rctnally rntificrl it.'['hc iutcnrrrtiorrrrl irct thus offici,rlly crttcrs irtto forr:c
<ln.f rrnuirry.l l, 194(), enrl is thcil 1'rrorntrlgatctI by tlrc Irrcnch govr]rnlDr]lrl
a nlontlr lrrtcr'. lJrrt thc Irrtcrrr;rtionrrl Illstitr.rtc of Irrtcllccl.rral Ooopcrrrtiorr
is lto longr.:r'lrctivc, tttost oI tlrc nrcctit'tgs hrrvinl] br'cn postlt<irttrtl, arttl ..vill
bc.:losccl olr.JLrllc 9,,r fi:r,r, tlays bclirle the (ierrnan ro()ps crrtcr P:rris.
Lcss irficetcrl by tltc Srrt:ortrl \Worltl \ùi4tr', Latin.Arrtcrica u,ill lrc a lt:rtilc
er'oiln(l iirr rlany initiativcs inspircrl lly thc âctivitics o{:thc [(]l(l :irrrl thc
IIIO, srrclr rrs thc r"c1-rt:utccl plans tri cre:rtLr irlr Jnter-Anrct'icart Offict or'
lnstittrtc, in rliscrrssiou sirlc(r lt)2t)14 irnil irbout to nratcrirtlizc in 194.1 irr
La I lavrrna.'i5'l'ht: "l)rrn-Aurcricarr (lorrft'rt:rrcc of IrrtcllcctLral anrl (]ulttrr:al
Otropcratiorr" is orsr.ulizcrl in thc sntrtc t:ilf irt Novcrttbcr 1941 (l)crnct
?.0 14,349 -.1.54), rrnil III(l l)ircctor I Icrrri lionnct pârticipirtcs, h:rvirrg lcft
l)alis fol thc []nitctl Strltcs.'r"'fhis thirrl l)clio(1, which sccs thc Icilrrcy of
tlrr'l(.l(..rrr,l it. lrrttitrrtl sPlinuirrg.ril,lin nrornt'rtl;tril) irr I:rtirr r\ttt,'tit,t.
outsidt: tlrr: irrstitutions of g,l<ibrrl (l')urol'rrrrur) llovcnlrlnc(', slrgilcsls tllat tlrc
politieirl bii:kcrinil of tlrc oltl I'',rrro1'rt:rur nirtiolls r,vithin tltc Lr:aguc_-autl
cspccially Iirancc's flrrgrirnt scizurc <llr intellcctrrel coopcrrrliorr-wcle all
obstaclcs to thc rlr:vcl()l)nlcnt of a gt:rruinu grasst'o()ts rn()vclncrrt) wl)cr(l
irrtcl lcct urrls crrur orgi,ulizc tltcnrsclvcs
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